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disappearance of death in our society
specialized space in healthcare architecture









16 Million
-National Survey on Drug Use and Mental Health

-National Institute of Mental Health
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lack  of capable mental health clinicians
enormous amount of people that cannot get access



Life, Loss, and Healing





“I am concerned with the lack of representation of  death as it has come down to us through the millenia of human 
memory, whether in the interpretation provided by religion or in the rituals of everyday life.  I am concerned 
with a much more radical and specifi cally contemporary occurence, that is, with the gradual disappearance of 

the representation of death in modern society.”

-Hans-Georg Gadamer





mood disorder that causes persistent feelings of sadness and loss of interest
affects how you think, feel, and behave

can lead to variety of emotional and physical problems that spill into day to day activities
makes an individual feel as if life is not worth living at all

Depression











death makes us uncomfortable





quickest way possible





an overreaction













The Funeral Games of Patroclus - 1778 fresco by Jacques-Louis David









“I image grief as an injury.  As a type of open wound; Torn tissue.  I came to this sense of grief through refl ecting 
on how I felt as a teenager when my father died completey, unexpectedly all at once.  I felt as though he was 

ripped away and that I was ripped apart from him”

-Suzanne Laba Cataldi







“What is felt on the inside, crosses over onto the outside and is expressively exposed: the external tearing 
of fabric dramatically symbolizing a stabbing fi nality, the internal tearing asunder that mourners feel in their 

relationship with the deceased.”

-Suzanne Laba Cataldi













“For I am beginning to understand why grief feels like suspense.  It comes from the frustration of so many 
impulses that had become habitual.” Thought after thought, feelings after feelings, action after action had Helen 
for their target.  Now their target is gone.  I keep on, through fi tting an arrow to the string, then I remember... 

and I had to lay the bow down.”
 

-C.S. Lewis





 “Once we start to understand , through recent cognitive science, that our consciousness does not end with our 
skulls, it becomes easy to grasp that the emotive character of the built environment matters immensely: what 
matters, in other words, is its material beauty; its power to seduce us one one hand, and its capacity to open up 

a space of communication for intersubjective encounters on the other.”

-Alberto Perez-Gomez
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Life, Loss, and Healing will be the strands that will be 
woven together to create this new architectural space.



Atlanta Memorial & Mental Health Research Institute



Historical Old Fourth Ward Neighborhood





Old Fourth Ward
Upper Left:  View of an outdoor Pub and Brewery Local to Old Fourth Ward

Upper Middle:  A view of the Fourth Ward Park and the surrounding Residential 
Buildings that frame the West End

Upper Right:  Ponce City Market, a major attraction to the neighborhood.  Mixed 
Use



Old Fourth Ward
Upper Left:  Splash Pad

Upper Middle:  Playground

Upper Right:  Park
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